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Abstract
Integrating resources into the Web is an important aspect of making them accessible as part of this
global information system. The integration of physical things into the Web so far has not been done on
a large scale, which makes it harder to realize network effects that could emerge by the combination of
today’s Web content, and the integration of physical things into the Web. This paper presents a path
towards a Web where physical objects are made available through RESTful principles. By using this
architectural style for pervasive and ubiquitous computing scenarios, they will scale better, integrate
better with other applications, and pave the path towards a “Web of Things” that seamlessly integrates
conceptual and physical resources.

1

RESTful Things

The fields of pervasive [18] and ubiquitous computing [14] to a large extent have been concerned so far with
how to take things which are more embedded into the physical world than the usual computer hardware, and
make them available in a way which enables new classes of applications beyond the traditional networking
scenarios. We see the “Internet of Things” as a combination of mainly these two fields, where pervasive
computing is more concerned with how computing can be better embedded into the everyday world, whereas
ubiquitous computing is more concerned with the objects which should be augmented with computing
capabilities.
A large class of problems can be subsumed under the heading of ad-hoc networking [32], where the nature
of the networked things (mobile and not statically configured into an existing networking infrastructure)
makes it necessary to think beyond the traditional boundaries of computer networking. The two most
important fields in this area probably are mobile networking and spontaneous networking, both of them
tackling the challenge of how to integrate mobile nodes into a networking infrastructure that needs addressing
and routing facilities to be able to operate.
Another important area of research has been the question of possible applications in this space, once an
ad-hoc networking infrastructure has been put into place. In most cases, the scenarios developed for these
applications resemble some kind of information system, with resource types, resource access methods, and
resource interaction methods. These information systems often have special characteristics (such as location
being an important concept and potentially large and diverse populations of resources), but nonetheless are
information systems.
Web systems can be designed in a variety of ways. REST focuses on avoiding application state, making
sure that important concepts of an application scenario are represented as URI-identified resources, and that
all interactions with a client through a server contain all state information that is necessary, so that the
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server does not have to maintain session state with clients. This architecture has substantial advantages
over state-based applications, which typically work well in their initial phase, but later run into problems
with testing, scalability, and integration with other applications.
Figure 1 shows a scenario where a RESTful design of resources allows multiple applications to interact
with the same set of resources, without the need to have any API-based interactions between the applications.
If the resources are identified and managed in a way which enable the most important interactions with the
modeled scenario, then a REST architecture results in a loosely couples system in which resources can be
interacted with individually, without the need for one central bottleneck to handle all possible interactions.

Scenario 1

Application 1

Resources
Sensors

Application 2

Scenario 2

Actuators

Locations

Figure 1: RESTful Access to Resources

Of course, eventually there must be some controlling entity that for example monitors a location, is able
to report all the sensors that are active in that location and that can be queried, and handles access to
the actuators which can be used in that location. But the REST architectural style allows for the best
decoupling of specific application scenarios in this environment, and the basic handling of the resources in
it. So while one application might only allow access to sensors for monitoring purposes, another application
can also allow access to the actuators for acting in that environment, and both applications can coexist by
using the same stateless interaction methods with the resources available.
In this paper, we propose a mapping of these specialized information systems to the information system
model of the Web. This paper outlines such a mapping, argues why such a mapping provides real benefits
in the short term as well as in the long term (describing two examples and their possible synergies when
implementing them in a Web-style way), and identifies areas where the current Web architecture needs to
be extended to better support the scenario presented here.

2

Web Architecture

The Web evolved more in a bottom-up manner rather than starting as a top-down designed information
system, but there is a design rationale behind many of the Web’s technologies, and the most important of
these rationales as a whole constitute the Architecture of the World Wide Web [23]. While some of the
finer points of Web technologies still show their evolutionary beginnings and probably would be designed
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differently when starting over today, the fundamental design choices of the Web as a loosely coupled system
have been overwhelmingly successful. The most important property of the Web is that it is a loosely coupled
system which is based on interchanging resource representations rather than using APIs.
The most important parts of the Web’s architecture are Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) [1] for resource identification using an extensible system for identifying resources using a variety of identification
schemes, the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [11] as the main protocol for interacting with resources in
a lightweight and loosely coupled way, and the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) [31] as the primary resource representation which is universally understood and again is a lightweight and loosely coupled language
providing hypermedia features. The Extensible Markup Language (XML) [3] has become another important
resource representation language, it is mainly used for machine-readable resource formats.
HTTP is a rather simple protocol, and the design idea underlying this protocol has been described
as Representational State Transfer (REST) [12] and has become an important foundation for many Web
applications in the last years. The main idea of REST is to design applications which implement their
functionality completely as a set of URI-addressable resources, with HTTP being the access method for
interacting with them. In such an application, there is no need for any special interface, the application
fully blends into the Web and interacting with it does not use any special API, it simply provides access to
resources through HTTP.
While the REST architectural style has become more popular, it is not the best style for all applications.
However, this paper argues that by using the REST approach to build a “Web of Things”, it becomes possible
to build a Web which integrates physical resources as seamlessly as possible, and allows new applications
using this unified view of the Web of today and tomorrow’s “Web of Things”. These applications could
be considered “physical mashups”, where many of the currently popular Web 2.0 technologies to build
applications could be used to fundamentally extend the reach of what is possible on the Web.

3

Integration vs. Transport

One of the problems of many Web applications today is that instead of integrating into the Web, they mostly
use it as a transport system. One of the most popular class of examples are the “Web Services” revolving
around the SOAP [25] and Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [5] technologies. The design idea of
these technologies is to use HTTP as a transport protocol for API calls, and the API completely hides the
resources which are handled by the application. This approach is the exact opposite of Web architecture,
where resources (identified by URIs) are the primary means of abstraction (where conceptual work on how
to define naming disciplines has started only recently with URI Templates [16]), and operations on the
resources are modeled as HTTP interactions.
The motivation of using the Web as a transport infrastructure is that the large body of existing approaches
of building middleware and distributed systems can be applied to the Web, by simply mapping these concepts
to extensions of the basic API-oriented SOAP/WSDL model. The large number of WS-* additions to the
basic model is just a reflection of the increasing functionality of middleware and how all of these functional
blocks are being reconstructed on top of SOAP.
The problem with the transport-oriented approach and the already large and continuously growing WS-*
protocol stack is that this approach is rooted in the world of building tightly coupled distributed systems.
Only peers supporting a complex set of technologies can use the system and the resources managed by
it. This approach is appropriate in some scenarios, but we argue that the goals of pervasive and ubiquitous
computing should be to provide loose coupling and that there should be a low barrier-to-entry for interacting
with resources that are made accessible through the “Internet of Things”.
So in the same way as the Web became by far the largest and most successful information system through
making its Internet-accessible resources available in a loosely coupled way, the “Internet of Things” should
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aim for making its Internet-accessible things available as a part of the Web. This paves the path for the
network effect of mashing up the Web and “Things”.
Mashups have become one of the big factors of the Web ecosystem, where new applications are generated
by recombining existing resources and/or applications. The mashup phenomenon has proven to allow much
faster development of applications, because mashups typically can take existing resources and simply put
them to use in a new context. While the mashup phenomenon also has shown that some of these applications
are not very robust against changes in any of the mashed up components, the possibility to quickly react to
information or market needs has become an important factor in developments on the Web.

4

A Web of Things

While the “Internet of Things” establishes the transport capabilities required for networked information
systems, we propose to integrate networked “Things” into the Web (as described in Section 3), rather than
just making them accessible through non-integrated Web applications. The resulting “Web of Things” is
an approach where resources are available through standard Web mechanisms. For example, in a sensor
network, each sensor has a URI (it is a resource) and can be queried for its readings (it has state that can
be retrieved by accessing the resource).
The big advantage of the integration approach is that “Things” then can be treated like any other Web
resource, which means they can be reused in different contexts and applications, and they can be used in
a much more open way than just being exposed through APIs which often limit access and interactions to
a very specific set of potential users. The approach of fully integrating “Things” into the Web is one step
towards the vision of Physical Computing [29], where interaction with physical things blends seamlessly into
the existing Web of accessible resources.
In the following sections, we briefly discuss examples of how the “Web of Things” could become a very
powerful way of integrating physical resources into the Web and employing Web technologies for their access
and management.

4.1

Syndicating Things

In many scenarios of pervasive and ubiquitous computing, there is a certain class of objects that are managed
in a given environment, and information about these should be made available to a variety of applications.
An existing pattern in Web architecture is that of content syndication, which traditionally originated in the
area of news publishing, but has since been generalized to cover a much broader range of applications.
The Atom format [27] is the IETF standard for syndication and is supported by a large variety of existing
software development environments. More interestingly, the Atom Publishing Protocol (AtomPub) [15] defines
a protocol for interacting with Atom feeds. Essentially, AtomPub is a RESTful protocol for interacting with
Atom feeds. At the point of writing, it is still an Internet draft, but document editing is finished and the
finalized RFC will be published soon. For the approach described in this paper, the interesting part about
AtomPub is that it not only defines read interactions with an Atom feed, but also defines create, update,
and delete operations, so that it covers the fundamental range of resource interactions.
Figure 2 shows how a typical back-end in a scenario with networked components could be used to drive
an intermediate server that allows access to the components through HTTP and AtomPub. While the
more traditional HTTP access might only allow read-only access to resources (for example for integrating
readings of sensors into Web applications), the AtomPub access could expose more functionality, including
manipulation of the resources. This would very likely have to be access-controlled, but AtomPub is based
on HTTP and can be easily secured by using HTTP authentication and/or HTTPS.
One possible application scenario for this kind of architecture could be to have a back-end infrastructure
with ad-hoc networked nodes which have sensors as well as actuators (Section 5.1 describes a more complex
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Figure 2: Thing Interaction through HTTP or AtomPub

scenario in the same design space). Simple Web access probably would just request an HTML representation
through GETting a Web page, but AtomPub access could provide support for a much more diverse set of
interactions (which in REST are often referred to as basic verbs because they are the fundamental set of
resource interactions that make sense in a large variety of scenarios):
• PUT: This verb creates a new resource with a name that is specified by the client. This requires that
the naming scheme of resources is well-known by the client, the client has sufficient access rights, and
the client supplies a representation of the new resource which is sufficient to instantiate that resource.
• GET: Many Web applications support only this verb (with POST also frequently being used for form
submissions) which returns a representation of the requested resource. It is possible that the representation of the resource is negotiated dynamically in a process called content negotiation, which is part of
HTTP and allows the client and the server to negotiate the most appropriate resource representation
for a given request.
• POST: By using POST, it is possible to update a resource with new information. An update can either
change the state of an existing resource, or it can cause the creation of a new resource, which is then
created using a server-generated URI and this URI is returned to the POSTing client. These two cases
can be distinguished by the status code returned in the HTTP response. In a clean RESTful system, it
should be possible to POST a new resource representation and then to GET the updated resource using
the same URI.
• DELETE: If a resource is no longer required, the DELETE method removes the URI from the accessible
resources of a server. This does not necessarily mean that the resource itself will be deleted (or even
destroyed, in the case of physical resources), it simply means that the URI that has identified the
resource (probably in the context of a given application scenario) will no longer work.
For the resource interactions to be implemented, REST asks for resource representations. For simple HTTP-based requests, this could simply be an HTML page listing the nodes, and updates are often
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implemented using HTML forms1 . For the more advanced AtomPub-based scenario, there has to be a
representation which can be used for getting and setting state of the nodes, and this question of resource
representations is discussed in Section 4.2.
One disadvantage of the Atom-based syndication scenario is that it follows the pull principle, where
subscribers to a syndication feed have to actively pull the feed contents for getting updates. The reason
for this is that the Web’s architecture is constrained against server-client communications. If this kind of
scenario is required (implementing a push or publish/subscribe pattern), then it is likely that the client
update part of a system architecture should use other technologies.
Within the context of the Web Applications 1.0 [19] activities, Server-sent DOM events are considered
as an extension of the current Web architecture. However, it is unlikely that these will become part of the
mainstream Web architecture (because they are violating some other important architectural principles of
the Web), and even if they are widely adopted, they will not deliver all the properties on low-latency and
high-volume throughput of event streams that some application scenarios might require.

4.2

Representing Things

The REST approach revolves around the notion of resources and aims at modeling all client/server interactions as exchanges of resource representations. Interestingly, this leads to a system design without APIs,
which is focused on exchanging documents as representations of interactions. This works well on the Web,
and it also is getting more popular in commercial data exchange, there the concept of document engineering [13] is gaining more traction. This happens because the traditional approach of building tightly coupled
systems using APIs is getting increasingly problematic with the number of business partners that typical
businesses have, and the need for a robust architecture which can deal with versioning in an environment
without one central controlling entity.
The concept of resources on the Web often is confused with the concept of resource representations. A
resource is an abstract concept that is assigned a URI and then can be used on the Web. Accessing this
URI, however, will never yield the resource itself, but only a representation of it. Resources can have various
representations, the most popular ways by which representations can differ are document formats (HTML
vs. PDF) and document languages (English vs German). HTTP has built-in features for how clients request
certain representations, and one of the powerful aspects of HTTP is this concept of content negotiation.
For physical resources (such as RFID tags), it is clear that Web access can never yield the resources
themselves. So any resource representation of such a resource will simply be a representation of the current
state of the resource. Different applications will be interested in different ways in using this information,
so a well-behaving Web server providing access to physical resources should provide various representations.
These can then be requested by clients using the HTTP Accept header field, so that every client can get
the most appropriate resource representation. The following formats are good starting points for making
resources usable in a wide variety of use cases:
• HTML [31] is used if a resource’s state should be displayed for a human user. HTML is supported on
a large range of devices (computers, PDAs, mobile phones) and thus is ideally suited to provide nearly
universal access to resource representations. The big disadvantage of HTML is that it lacks semantics
and thus is not well suited for representations which should be further processed.
• XML is the de-facto standard for structured information on the Web. Application scenarios can define
their own schemas for XML, but in many cases standards or de-facto standards exist and can be reused.
Depending on the type of resource, the representation must make the relevant aspects of the resource
1 HTML forms, however, often do not match well to a real RESTful architecture, because HTML forms only support GET
and POST, and interactions which should be represented as PUT and DELETE in a clean RESTful design are then also mapped to
GET and POST, making it hard to build a clean URI architecture with an application built around HTML forms.
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available (for example, Ye and Chan [37] describe a system where RFID information is made accessible
through XML).
• While XML is the most important format for machine-readable data, it is not so well-suited for Web
2.0 applications, where data is read from the server in JavaScript and then used to drive a dynamically
updated Web page. Instead of having to parse XML and use it in JavaScript, the JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) [6] provides a better solution for JavaScript environments. This representation may
be more limited than XML, but can be a good way to make resource data available for Web 2.0
applications.
The above examples focus on the representation of read access of resources, but write access should also
be possible, using the PUT, POST, and DELETE HTTP methods described in Section 4.1. For HTML, HTTP
methods are limited to GET and POST, so instead of directly accessing a RESTful service through HTML
pages and forms, this requires an intermediate step where HTML’s limitations are taken care of and access is
mapped to a true REST back-end. XML access can directly use a REST service and is the preferred method
of interacting with a resource through HTTP methods. JSON is best limited to read-only access, and any
write access to the resource then should also go through the XML representation.
A core question in all these cases is how the representation format is defined. For HTML, this is not
really an issue because in most cases this will be a read-only page anyway. However, the XML and JSON
formats should be closely aligned. And depending on the resources, some state will be read-only (sensors
typically cannot be changed), whereas other state will be read/write (actuators can be read and set). This
means that for the write interactions there should be a different representation, one that is limited to the
settable properties of a resource.
Ideally, in such a scenario the model of a resource would be defined in a rich modeling language, and then
various formats (XML for reading, XML for writing, JSON) could be derived from it. Unfortunately, there
still is no established conceptual modeling language for XML [33] which could be used in such a scenario.
However, non-XML models such as UML [28] could be used, as long as the limitations of these languages
with regard to XML are acceptable.
In a REST architecture, the two most important aspects are the identification and naming scheme for
the resources which should be made available, and their representations. Thus, defining the representation
of resources should be treated as a core part of making things available on the Web.
The area of how to get from a model to a schema when using XML is still an active field of research, with
various competing or complementary schema languages [10, 21, 22], and more advanced approaches looking
at a combination of schema languages [36]. Regardless of the approach taken in any scenario, it is important
to start from a well-defined model and only then start working on schema(s).

5

Examples

In the following section we discuss two scenarios which can be approached in a way which results in solutions
compliant with the architecture of the Web. Thus, implementing these scenarios in this specific way yields
benefits as described in Section 4, where it is claimed that one of the most important advantages of a Weboriented way of building systems is the network effect which can be achieved through adherence to Web
architecture. Thus, after looking at the two example scenarios in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, Section 6 analyzes
the possible synergies that can be realized when building a Web of things.

5.1

Linkbases

One of the main truisms of today’s Web is that there is not a lack of content, but a lack of good ways to
use that content easily. Search engines with their sophisticated ranking algorithms have made it possible
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to better find resources even when using only simple search terms, but generally, the Web’s simple linking
mechanism often is not sufficient to properly navigate users through the vast amount of information on the
Web. PageRank [30] is an excellent example how an elaborate algorithm has to be used (which is hard to
compute, especially given the size of the Web today) to derive context from the structure of Web pages and
links.
Yet, the Web’s simple linking model has also been one of the main contributing factors to its success,
only because Web linking is easy to understand in terms of authoring and using it, the Web could become
as successful as it is today. When XML was created, for a brief time it was assumed that along with XML
there should be a generic language for describing links for XML documents, and the result of this was the
XML Linking Language [9] defined by the W3C. However, this language is seriously flawed in a number of
ways and never got any adoption, so practically speaking, there is no generally accepted linking model for
XML.
This is a serious problem, because as described in Section 4.2, one of the main architectural principles
of the Web is that of well-defined resource representations. So while it is possible to define structured
resource descriptions using XML, it is not possible to define structured relationships between resources using
a standardized language.
So while the concept of the content feed has gained great popularity, we believe that the concept of a
context feed will become another important part of the mainstream Web architecture. The idea of a context
feed is to provide context for Web resources, so such a feed can be queried with a URI, and returns the
context objects that refer to that resource, putting it into context with other resources.
Earlier approaches of using XLink and defining a protocol for context feeds [35] had to start from scratch,
because there was no established format for interacting with resource collections. However, the Atom format [27] and the Atom Publishing Protocol (AtomPub) [15] now provide such a foundation, and context feeds
can be easily built on top of that foundation by starting from a representation for context, and a protocol
for querying collections of these objects.

Figure 3: Context as Web Resource
Figure 3 shows an example of such an architecture. The four resource types shown in this figure are
RFID tags, products, locations within a store, and context objects establishing connections between the first
three resource types. The location concept is discussed in more detail in Section 5.2. The interesting aspect
of that architecture is that the first three resource types are independent from each other (unless they are
explicitly put into context by context objects), which means they can be independently managed, accessed,
and even implemented. If new products are identified, this only affects the product resource type, and if
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these products are not RFID tagged, interaction with them will never access any of the other resource types.
RFID tags are managed as individual resources and as soon as a product is tagged with them, this creates
context (i.e., a context object is created which represents this connection). For listing an inventory, the flow
of controls now would select the product from the product feed, query the context feed with the product
URI, and thus retrieve the information about all RFID tags associated with that product. For locative
information, the location feed would provide yet another context, as described in the following section.

5.2

Geolocation

Location is a very fundamental property of physical objects. While the Web started as a collection of
conceptual resources (mainly documents about research issues), it nowadays contains a large set of resources
representing or discussing physical objects. Very different user communities are involved in this, commercial
examples are store locations, entertainment examples are movie theaters and tourist locations, and scientific
examples are field sciences which discover artifacts for which the location where they have been found is an
essential part of the artifacts’ description.
Because there are so many communities interested in location information, many different ways of describing and handling location have been invented. The only common denominator seems to be the World
Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84) [26], the coordinate system that GPS devices use as their internal model.
There have been attempts to bring the location concept into the Web architecture [4, 17, 34], but so far all
solutions are application specific and there is no generally agreed on location model for the Web.
A true Web geolocation model would have to be consistent among the different parts of the Web architecture. For all parts of the Web architecture there have been individual proposals to standardize geolocation
mechanisms, but the proposals for URI [24] and HTTP [8] and HTML [7] lack a common underlying model
and thus would not be a good solution, if adopted.
In a scenario such as the one shown in Figure 3, a location concept could be used to communicate about
various spatial aspects of the application, for example locating RFID tags in the store and making that
information available as another part of an RFID tag’s context. There currently is no established location
concept for the Web, but the following concept of how to work with location information is well-defined,
simple, and can be used in many different scenarios:
• WGS84: The most widely accepted coordinate system for geolocation on the earth is the WGS84
coordinate system. If well-defined and precise location information is required, this system should be
used.
• Countries: The only vocabulary of place names that is globally valid is the inventory of countries,
which is maintained by ISO [20]. This vocabulary of countries and their subdivisions should be used
as an alternative method of location. This is of course is a very coarse grained location concept and
does not cover the complete area of the earth.
• Place Names: For more specific applications, we propose to use place names which always have to
be used in connection with an identifier, which identifies the namespace of the place names. This
identifier should be a URI, which in the same spirit as XML Namespaces [2] simply serves as a name
for a vocabulary of place names. It very likely is not practical to define an authoritative format for
place name vocabularies, but specific applications should use formats which are understood by all
involved parties.
Using such an approach, the Web would support a very small standard set of location types, and would be
open to be extended to any place name vocabulary that applications might want to use. In the scenario shown
in Figure 3, the set of place names might include the different sections of the store as well as the warehouse,
so that RFID tags could be tracked to the locations that are relevant for this particular application.
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Synergies

The scenario described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 identifies four resource types, RFID tags, products, locations
within the store, and context objects establishing connections between the first three resource types. One of
the most important benefits of modeling these in the style detailed above is that they are loosely coupled.
All of them are identified by URIs, and thus the systems implementing the RFID management, the product
database, the spatial modeling of the store, and the context management, can be implemented separately.
They can also be replaced, when necessary. All that is necessary is that the new system uses the same
naming scheme as the old system, and supports the same resource representations. This is the reason why
Section 4.2 points out that resource names and representations are the most important part of a RESTful
architecture.
Furthermore, in such an architecture new resources could be introduces as required, if the warehouse is
upgraded to a fully automated warehouse with robotized access, then all resources which all relevant in that
new context have to be modeled in terms of names and representations, and can then be used together with
the existing resources. By POSTing an RFID URI to the basket of a robotized warehouse cart, the robot
would be instructed to add this item to its cart. It could look up the item’s location through the context
feed, and could update the location by POSTing an updated location to the context feed.
Meanwhile, the location concept would work as before, when inquiring about the RFID tags in a certain
location, applications could still query the context feed, and the fact how the location of an RFID tag
had been established (by manual scanning or by being transported by a robotized cart) would not change
anything about the location model of the application.
Generally speaking, by modeling the complete scenario using loosely coupled abstractions, the complete
scenario can be treated as a system of systems. This results in greater flexibility, better decoupling of the
various parts of the application, and better extensibility.

7

Future Work

The RESTful way of designing systems of things as described in this paper is using principles and technologies
which are still active research areas. The following areas can be identified as being relevant for the subject
of this paper.

7.1

Conceptual Challenges

Many of the approaches of handling resources on the Web are based on the assumption that resources are
conceptual entities, and that representations can then be derived from these entities. In the “Web of Things”,
there is a large number of physically instantiated Web resources, and the question how these interact with
conceptual resources need to be addressed. Generally, physical resources will have more constraints than
conceptual resources, they have a location, they cannot be replicated, they cannot be cached, and even
though some of these actions are also possible, so far there is only little work in this area.

7.2

REST Patterns

REST is still a new concept and while the architectural idea is well-defined and has gained a lot of popularity,
there still is a lack of support for designers asking about how to design RESTful systems. The two most
important aspects of REST are identification and representation. For identification, the recent work on URI
Templates [16] might become an important tool for better defining naming schemes for resources.
In the area of representations, there still is a lack of good tools for defining models, deriving schemas
from these models, deriving variations of schemas (such as read-only and read/write variants), and deriv-
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ing schemas in different schema languages, based on the properties of the model and the implementation
environment of a user of the model.

7.3

Unified Location Concept for the Web

Even though there are many application on the Web which support location concepts in one way or the
other, there is no unified way of how location information is handled on the Web. The current state is that
there are drafts for location information in the three core parts of Web architecture, URI [24], HTTP [8],
and HTML [7], but they are not coordinated and their adoption in their current state would mean that the
Web would have an inconsistent location model.
Work on the a “Locative Web” should start with a concept for syntax and semantics for locations on the
Web. Such a concept should then be used as the foundation for representing locations using URI, HTTP, and
HTML, and in addition it would make sense to add location access to the Document Object Model (DOM), so
that scripting applications in location-aware browsers could access the browser’s location information using
the Web location model.

8

Conclusions

This paper outlines an approach for using architectural principles of the Web, in particular Representational
State Transfer (REST), as architectural guidelines in pervasive and ubiquitous computing scenarios. We
argue that the ultimate goal of these scenarios, the integration of physical objects with the Web of today,
should be done using the loose coupling approach that has worked remarkably well for the Web. Research for
many of the areas discussed in this paper is still underway, in part because some of the scenarios that Web
researchers so far had in mind were not sufficiently informed by the idea of a “Web of Things”. Progress in
the areas of representing context and making the Web location-aware will very likely be of great benefit to
the “Web of Things”, and the main goal of this paper is to point out the opportunities and challenges lying
ahead.
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